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CALE’S NOTES
APRIL ’09 RETURNS

The Tarpon Fund was up 23.2% in
the month of April compared to
a 9.4% increase in the S&P 500.

TOTAL RETURNS
Since launch in Nov. ’08, the
Tarpon Fund is up 39.7% versus
an 8.3% increase in the S&P 500.

BLOG POSTS (CLICK TO READ)
- A Geek’s Ode to Islamorada
- Build Your Own Annuity
- What is a Spoke Fund?
- Why I Built a Spoke Fund
- How I Voted Our Shares

QUOTE OF THE MONTH

“If you are in the investment
business and have an IQ of 150,
sell 30 points to someone else.
You do have to have an emotional
stability and an inner peace about
your decisions. It is a game where
you are bombarded by minuteby-minute opinions. It’s not a
complicated game. It’s simple, but
it’s not easy. ” - Warren Buffett

Keep your shorts on, people

There Will Be Fines for Excessive Celebration
The stars aligned for us in April. The
Tarpon Fund was up 23.2% during the
month compared to an 9.4% increase in the
S&P 500, which realized its best monthly
gain since March of 2000. Since inception,
Tarpon has returned 39.7% and is
outperforming the S&P 500 by 31.4%.
It’s important to understand, however,
the odds of us ever seeing another month
like April are slim to none. So let’s not get
carried away. We were in the right place at
the right time in several respects.
I made no changes to our portfolio in
April. We continued to add new investors
during the month, and I again want to
thank those of you who sent folks our way.
It’s one thing to see your old mutual fund
decline by 50% last year, but it’s another to
have to pay taxes on those losses in April,
too. Ugh. That’s no way for investors to be
treated.
It became clear in April that I need to
communicate better about how differently
our funds are built. Both the Tarpon and
Gecko portfolios are too often being
confused with mutual funds and hedge
funds by folks unfamiliar with what we’re
doing. And that gives me the willies.
I’ll try to be more explicit here so it’s
easier to help spread the word:
The Tarpon Fund is a group of
individual accounts linked to the same exact
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portfolio that contains the life savings of my
family. I like to think of it as a more
investor-friendly alternative to a mutual
fund. Fees are lower, assets are held by an
independent company, performance to date
is better than the market and there are no
conflicts of interest.
Though what we’re doing is not that
revolutionary, Wall Street didn’t have a
name for this way to invest, so I made up
my own. I call it a “spoke fund,” short for
hub and spoke. My own family’s money is
the hub and the spokes lead to each
investor’s account. Changes I make in the
hub are made simultaneously in the spoke
accounts. So we’re all in it together.
I’m clearly biased, but I think this
model is better across the board than the
“pooled” model of hedge funds and mutual
funds.
And that’s a good segue into this: with
the release of this letter we have officially
launched a blog at www.caleinthekeys.com.
It will complement our new website, to be
unveiled soon.
The blog will be a tool to help us
connect to other investors who share the
belief that traditional investment services
are not working in their interest. While it
may help us attract new investors, it’s also
important to me that investors have more
advocates. The blog will also help me
spread the ideas behind spoke
funds to other portfolio managers
while having fun and boosting
Returns since inception
Keys’ tourism.
Nov. '08
Some posts you might enjoy
are
in
the margin at left. Please
Tarpon Fund
let me know what you think.
S&P 500
Congrats on a strong
8.3%
month. We may never see
another like it, so take it for what
it’s worth.
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HOW I VOTED OUR SHARES
‘TIS THE PROXY SEASON
During the sign-up process for investing in the Tarpon Fund you may remember that you chose to either vote the
shares in the companies you owned or allowed me to vote those shares on your behalf. This is proxy season for most
of corporate America, so I’ve been doing a fair bit of voting lately.
A proxy is a statement that a company is required to file every year with the SEC that discloses among other things
the bios of company officers, compensation for executives and directors and the number of company shares that each
executive owns. Proxies are also used to solicit votes prior to a company’s annual meeting.
For most of the companies we own that have recently issued proxy statements, I have voted with management. In one
case, however, I voted our shares against management’s recommendations.
Click here: “How I Voted Our Shares” to read more on our new blog at CaleintheKeys.com.
Value Investing 101

The Second Most
Difficult Part of
Investing
Spring brings upon us corporate
proxy statements and with them the most
difficult part of investing - wading
through legal dribble about ratifying new
auditors. Proxies are also a reminder of
how hard it can be to evaluate company
management.
Much of what needs to be known
about management can be seen in a
company’s financial statements. It’s the
managers and how they think that are
harder to evaluate. A proxy statement
offers clues to the character of a
company’s executives on everything from
background to salary to how many shares
they own. What it won’t help answer is
the question, “Do I really want go into
business with these people?” That’s the
one we should be asking.
Answering that one question usually
takes dozens more. Unfortunately, there is
no comprehensive checklist. There are,
however, three simple truths to keep in
mind when evaluating management:
1 - There is simply no way for an
outsider to truly know what is going on
inside a company.
2 - The reality of managing a
company is much more uncertain than
most people realize.

3 - Business success is not formulaic,
but shrewd judgment, hard work and
good luck all play important roles.
Because of that first truth, I don’t
believe it’s necessary to talk to
management prior to investing. I view my
role as portfolio manager as being like a
movie critic that can force an entire
theater to watch whatever movie I choose
before I know how it will end. Talking to
the director may give me some clever
insights about the film, but it also may
bias my judgment about whether or not
we should watch it in the first place.
I also don’t want us to own complex
businesses that are too dependent on a
visionary CEO. As money manager Peter
Lynch said, “Go for a business that any
idiot can run, because sooner or later, an
idiot is probably going to run it.”
Because of the uncertainty in all
businesses, I want our management teams
to be process fanatics. A business is simply
a collection of processes, after all, and
management’s job is to optimize them.
Too much process is a red flag, but if a
company’s processes are essential,
streamlined and stormproof, then the
inevitable uncertainty of running a
business is considerably less jarring.
I’m also skeptical of cookbook
approaches to creating high performance
in companies. (Don’t get me started on
Good to Great.) I’d estimate that more
people have lost more money in the stock

market due to overestimating the odds of
management’s success than any other
factor. It’s easy to do, unfortunately,
because business success is often
portrayed in the media as a result of
singular effort, strong leadership, intense
focus or a unique culture. These are
attributes, however, not causes. Also
complicating things is the fact that good
management decisions don’t always lead
to favorable outcomes, while bad
decisions sometimes do.
Because evaluating management is
difficult, Wall Street often characterizes
management based solely on outcomes.
Keeping process and not just short-term
results in mind is important as a longterm investor, however, because there’s
more money to be made when a
company’s processes go from poor to
good than when its outcomes go from
good to great.
It is rarely more than two or three
variables that truly matter when making
decisions in life. When it comes to
evaluating management, I believe those
variables are strategic choice and
execution. Execution is the most visible,
but strategic choice is the most important.
It’s also worthy of a separate column.
So stay tuned for more in the next
letter. Next, please read more about one
of our CEOs and the company he has
built - Ken Peak of Contango Oil and
Gas. I think you’ll admire both.
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Get to Know Your Company

Dancing with Contango
The investment case for most oil and
gas exploration and production (or E&P)
companies usually goes like this:
“_______ owns __ billion ____ in the
ground. If the price of ___ goes to $___,
those _____ will be worth [insert
ridiculous sum here].”
The math can be seductive. It can
also turn you into a software
programmer, creating “If-then”
statements in Excel late at night until
you’re sweating with greed.
Commodity prices are notoriously
speculative, however. Buying shares based
on if-then scenarios is speculation, not
investing. Though successful E&P
companies have great economics, most
management teams ultimately destroy
value rather than create it.
Natural gas prices, however, recently
hit a seven year low at well under $4.00
per thousand cubic feet (mcf). The
market value of many E&P companies particularly those owned by hedge funds has collapsed more than the broader
market. An E&P business with a moat,
management we admire and insulation
from the daily swings of gas prices could
be highly interesting these days. Enter,
Contango.

Why is This a Great
Business?
Contango Oil & Gas Company is a
relatively unknown producer of natural
gas based in Houston. In addition to
having no debt and plenty of cash, the
company is unusual in other ways. Most
notably, it it only has seven employees.
Don’t reach for the defibrillator yet.
Contango is a “virtual” energy
producer. While its focus is natural gas
exploration, management’s real role is to
allocate capital.
Contango contracts out all drilling
and development to independent
companies that don’t get paid if they drill
dry holes. It contributes the lease on the
property and a small amount of money
while the exploration partner takes care
of everything else. If the well is a success,
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the two companies split the output. By
outsourcing its production, Contango
offloads much of its risk.
The only competitive advantage in
the E&P industry is being the low cost
producer, and Contango owns that moat.
Minimal staff combined with just a few
Gulf of Mexico wells means the
company breaks even on natural gas
when prices are close to $2.00 mcf. Many
peers don’t break even until gas reaches
$7.00. So despite the huge drop in
natural gas prices in this recession,
Contango is making money.
I am not too concerned about gas
price volatility for one other reason share buybacks. As of the end of March,
Contango had bought back $52 million
of its own stock. Each share the company
repurchased represents 22 mcfe (volume)
of gas purchased at $2.23, well below the
market price.
That means Contango can increase
its gas reserves more cheaply by acquiring
its own shares than by purchasing gas in
the open market. Whenever natural gas
prices rebound, Contango should create
that much more cash. Those buybacks
also mean we’ll get a bigger slice of a
bigger pie - after buying it on sale.
Contango is also an attractive
business because of CEO Ken Peak, who
has built a remarkable company in a
tough industry while staying squarely on
the side of shareholders. He owns 20% of
the company’s stock, having never sold a
share. He takes no cash salary and
borrows money to live on using his stock
as collateral. Last year, he made clear his
intentions to eventually sell the company.
I’m happy to say he’s also a former
military officer and sincere fan of Warren
Buffett.

Why is it Cheap?
Contango shares typically trade in a
way that tends to reflect the price of oil
and/or gas, and the recession’s impact on
demand has hammered the prices of
both. A now-defunct hedge fund also still
owns a large number of Contango shares.
The threat of that fund suddenly selling
those shares on the market all at once

may be intimidating potential buyers.
However, I believe the overhang remains
a non-issue given the slow pace of recent
sales by that closed fund and the
company’s share buybacks.

Is it Cheap for
Temporary Reasons?
Despite great economics, an increase
in the market value of Contango will
likely depend most on an increase in gas
prices. It may take until 2010 until
natural gas prices increase meaningfully,
but the odds seem high that prices will
indeed trend up again.
Historically, as gas prices have
dropped, drilling stops because it is
unprofitable. That leads to a decrease in
current supplies which eventually sends
prices back up. In addition, gas
production from existing wells declines
each year by about one third, so supplies
are pressured fairly quickly.
To be clear, I have no opinion on
peak oil nor the long-term price of
natural gas - just that the odds of it
staying at current levels for the next few
years seem quite low. If prices do
increase, Contango will be among the
first to benefit. If prices don’t increase,
the company’s low cost position will
become that much more attractive to
potential acquirers. And if nothing else,
the company could sell itself off in parts
for much more than the entire company
trades for now.

What is it Worth?
Investors with us in early March
bought Contango at $36.90 per share. I
believe it’s worth at least $70 based on
cash flows, even at current gas prices.
However, I assigned no value to the
70 undeveloped leases Contango owns. I
also ignored the potential impact of an
emerging federal climate-change bill
which could boost the country’s reliance
on natural gas.
Contango is a cheap, self-financing,
attractive cash generator with several
catalysts, run by a manager we can trust.
And that, in a nutshell, is why we
own this business. Email me with queries!
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Ask The Geek In The Keys

What are tax lots?

A tax lot is a record-keeping method that enables me to easily track cost basis,
transaction size, and the dates of purchase and sale for each security in our Tarpon
Fund accounts. I talk about them often because I think they’re so important. Capital
gains taxes can substantially reduce your after-tax rate of return. By using tax lots I can
minimize all of our taxes.
A study by Morningstar mentioned on the FolioFN website found that the average
mutual fund generated an annualized return of 9.24% for the ten year period through
2003. However, the after-tax annual return for a shareholder who owned the average
fund for this period was 7.36%, assuming the highest tax bracket. This means that the
investor’s after-tax return is almost 2% per year less than the advertised pre-tax return.
In the Tarpon Fund you have far more flexibility and opportunity to reduce your
taxes than you do with a mutual fund or ETF. You’ll also remember during sign-up
that we pick one of eight options to significantly reduce your tax bill when compared to
a traditional brokerage account. Taxes are extremely important when investing, and tax
lots are the best tactical way to minimize them that I’ve seen.

If I invest now, after the fund has gone

In the short-term, I have no idea what will happen to the Tarpon Fund or the
market. (Anyone who claims they know is trying to sell you something.) But I don’t
invest our money in companies unless I’m confident we’re buying them at prices that
are at least half of what the businesses are truly worth. If my analysis is correct, and if
the shares reach my estimate of their true value, we will eventually double our money
in each business. There are no guarantees, obviously, and it could take years to happen
- if ever. But all things being equal, until the fund has increased by 100%, there is likely
plenty of value left in the portfolio. If not, I’ll be looking for other companies.
So if by “getting in at the top” you mean you’re worried about your investment
declining in value right away, my response is “that could definitely happen.” But
volatility can be our friend. And longer term, I think we’ve got some legs left.

up so much, will I be getting in at the
top?

Where can I find more info out about
the Gecko Fund?

How is the performance of the Tarpon
Fund calculated?

The Gecko Fund is managed to maximize income as opposed to capital
appreciation. Like Tarpon, fees are 0.90% of assets on an annual basis and are assessed
quarterly, so our fees in dollars vary depending on how well the portfolio performs.
The Gecko Fund contains stocks and bonds. More specifically, the fund holds a
concentrated portfolio of publicly traded oil and gas pipeline companies called MLPs,
or master limited partnerships, and a single closed-end bond fund. Our criteria for
equities included in the Gecko Fund include dependable earnings, a large margin of
safety, a wide moat around the business and a safe, attractive and growing dividend.
Bonds and closed-end bond funds require a few different looks.
Unlike Tarpon, however, the Gecko Fund is built solely for taxable accounts, as
opposed to tax-deferred accounts like an IRA. Owning MLPs in a tax deferred account
can create issues with the IRS come tax time, so we steer investors away from doing so.
Returns are presented on a pre-tax, non-annualized basis, after all fees and
transaction costs. Our performance returns are based on a real portfolio of $12,000,
though I have invested quite a bit more outside of this account. That $12K account
was established specifically to track the performance of the Tarpon Fund based on our
minimum account size.
During this first year, our returns will be computed using a simple holding period
return formula. That formula reflects the total return received from holding a portfolio
of assets, and it’s a very basic way to measure how much return has been obtained.
After the fund has a track record longer than one year, we will use a geometric average.
For an overview of performance returns, read All Returns are Not Created Equal.
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More about the Tarpon Fund

Our Hub and Spoke Model
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Cale Smith
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DISCLAIMER: The historical performance data contained represent performance results as
reported by the funds listed. The performance results are for illustration purposes only.
Historical results are not indicative of future performance. Positive returns are not guaranteed.
Individual results will vary depending on market conditions and investing may cause capital loss.
The S&P 500, used for comparison purposes, is significantly less volatile than the holdings of the
funds listed. The performance data is “net of all fees” reflecting the deduction of advisory fees,
brokerage commissions and any other client paid expenses. The performance data includes the
reinvestment of capital gains. The publication of this performance data is in no way a solicitation
or offer to sell securities or investment advisory services.

Calculations
Performance returns are
based on a real portfolio
of $12,000, the minimum
required to invest. I have
invested a significantly
larger amount in the fund
outside of this tracking
portfolio. Returns
mentioned in this letter
are presented on a pretax, non-annualized basis,
net of all fees and
transaction costs. Returns
are computed using a
simple holding period
return. formula.
return
Your returns
Your may
be greater
returns
mayorbeless
greater
than or
whatthan
less
is presented
what is in this
letter. Pastinperformance
presented
this letter.
is no guarantee
Please
see the full
of future
results. Butatyou
disclaimer
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